FACE MASK PATTERN WITH CLEAR WINDOW - ADULT SIZE

Tape / Connect to right side

CUT FABRIC ON DOTTED LINES

Left side (adult size)

Sewing allowance

3cm

6.5cm

4.5cm

7cm
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FACE MASK PATTERN WITH CLEAR WINDOW - ADULT SIZE

RIGHT SIDE (adult size)

CUT FABRIC ON DOTTED LINES

TAPE / CONNECT TO LEFT SIDE

sewing allowance

7cm

3cm

6.5cm

4.5cm
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FACE MASK PATTERN WITH CLEAR WINDOW - KID SIZE

CUT FABRIC ON DOTTED LINES

Pattern by Maison ZiZou | Digitized by andreadelatorre95@gmail.com
VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS
https://youtu.be/w2_fzoolKNU

PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS
Remember to set “Actual Size” under Size Options before printing.
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